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100%
Renewable
who we are

100% Renewable is a community-initiated campaign working to move
Australia towards a future powered entirely by clean, renewable energy.
Through a nationwide community organising program we empower local leaders to build community power,
engage decision makers and win measures that boost the development of renewable energy in Australia.
Since our launch four years ago we have worked with over 100 community groups around the country and
built a supporter base of 60,000 people.
100% Renewable is non-partisan and has no affiliations with any political party.

2013-14
In the 2013-14 year the organisation concentrated on the consolidation
and expansion of Solar Citizens, the national project to ensure Australia’s
solar home owners are heard in major debates on the future of our energy
system. The project’s success has meant Solar Citizens has become the
major focus of the organisation’s campaigning work, concentrating on
preventing rollback of national policies that support solar and renewable
energy, namely the Renewable Energy Target, Clean Energy Finance
Corporation and Australian Renewable Energy Agency and a number
of state issues that impact solar. Solar Citizens has also grown and
strengthened its leadership structures by deploying a robust organising
program, conducting workshops, events and trainings that allow supporters
to develop their advocacy skills and improve our ability to mobilise around
key campaign moments.
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Letter from the director
Today there are 1.3 million solar homes, up from only 7,000 some seven
years ago. Market analysis suggests that in five years every rooftop in
Australia that is suitable for solar will have solar. An energy revolution is
truly underway.
But in the face of this unprecedented change, the past year has seen
the Federal Government, aided and abetted by vested interests, wage a
concerted campaign to try and destroy solar and renewables. A dodgy
review of the Renewable Energy Target commissioned by Prime Minister
Tony Abbott and conducted by noted climate sceptic Dick Warburton
recommended that the Target be gutted or axed despite finding that it was
achieving its goals - including bringing down household power bills for all
consumers by 2020. The Queensland Government continued its assault on
solar homeowners and the threat of fixed fees and charges loomed across
the country.
Amidst all this negativity, we have worked to ensure that being antisolar and anti-renewables is recognised by politicians, the media and the
community as the political liability that it is. We deployed hard-hitting
campaign tactics including public meetings, community conversations,
letter writing, constituent visits to MPs, a national rally, sophisticated
online actions by email and social media and increased media profile and
coverage to influence the conversation in the halls of our Parliaments and
in our communities.
We’ve consolidated our work establishing Solar Citizens, which now has
60,000 supporters, state teams in QLD, NSW, VIC and SA and enthusiastic
volunteers who are drawn from all political persuasions. We have worked
in collaboration with the solar and renewables industry and environment
NGOs to ensure our approach is coordinated and strategic.
We have also expanded and evolved our staff team and I’m pleased to be
passing the baton to our dynamic Campaigns Director Claire O’Rourke,
100% Renewable’s new National Director. I’m departing to spend time with
my brand new baby boy and want to say thank you to everyone - allies,
advisors, donors and particularly volunteers for all the generosity of time,
money, energy and ideas you all contribute.

Best wishes,

Lindsay
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Letter from the director
In the few months since I’ve come to work with Solar Citizens, I’ve
witnessed thousands of solar owners and supporters, workers and
business owners take action to help keep our energy future strong and
our representatives are starting to listen. That’s why I’m very excited to
bring my experience in campaigning, organising and communications,
most recently on the Every Australian Counts campaign for the National
Disability Insurance Scheme, to work with you to help our energy
transformation happen as quickly as possible.
Solar and renewable energy in Australia will face many challenges and
enormous opportunities in the coming years—a stronger renewable energy
target, fair feed-in-tariffs, removing discriminatory fixed fees and charges
and removing the myriad obstacles to going solar and connecting to the
grid are just some of the ways we can make a difference together as part
of a powerful movement.
The story of the energy and passion Solar Citizens supporters have
demonstrated in the past year unfolds in the pages of this report, and we
should celebrate how far we have come together and ready ourselves for
the task ahead of protecting and growing solar and renewables in Australia.
But I think our achievements are best summed up by Peter, a supporter
who sent us this short email recently:
“…I am an old man just living on an age pension. I installed 2 KWH solar
panel on my house and paid them off over two years. The aim was to
save a little bit on the increasing power bill. But the mail from you and the
Solar Citizens information, have show[ed] me there is more as just saving
money. You have shown me, an old unimportant man, the meaning to be
part of fighting for something which is very important for many people
who have solar panels and the ones who will install solar panels, to help the
environment for the children which will be born.”
I’m ready to make sure that we stand together usings our skills, our energy
and our passion to stand up in the face of vested interests that seek to
destroy renewables. I’m looking forward to working with you all to help
make a strong solar powered future for Australia a reality.

Best wishes,

Claire O’Rourke
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100% Renewable
ACHIEVEMENTS

Solar Citizens
The 2013-14 year saw Solar Citizens grow in its support, capacity and activity,
centred on its mission to bring together solar owners and supporters to
protect and grow solar and renewables. We concentrated on organising
supporters into a politically relevant constituency who can stand up for their
rights and fight for other renewable energy policies and programs.
Outcomes achieved
 0,000 individuals signed up at
6
www.solarcitizens.org.au, >7,000 supporters on
facebook and >1,600 on Twitter.
	
27,000+ individuals signed a national petition to
stop the Government from gutting or axing the
Renewable Energy Target.
	Secured Palmer United and key crossbench senator
support for solar, renewables and the Target.
	At least 335 media hits and numerous facebook
posts reaching in excess of 12,000 reach.
	
1,700 community conversations (surveys) were
conducted in the Great Solar Power Poll.
	Cuppa Sunshine, a self-organised national weeklong event, saw >1,000 handwritten letters sent to
senators and key MPs.
	Conducted the first ever national Rally for
Renewables in several locations around Australia
with industry and NGO collaboration and support.
	Collected >3,100 signatures to stop Victoria’s Simply
Energy from imposing discriminatory fixed fees on
solar owners.

	
>25,000 individuals signed on to the national
petition to stop solar owners being forced onto a
discriminatory solar tariff (solar tax).
	Western Australia Premier Colin Barnett proposed
in August to retrospectively halve feed in tariff for
75,000 solar owners in that state. 9,600 signatures
gathered in 72 hours along with hundreds of
phone calls made by Western Australian Solar
Citizens directly to MPs resulted in Premier Barnett
withdrawing and apologising for his policy within six
days. A WIN!
	
4,200 signatures gathered to stop Premier Newman
slugging Qld solar owners with a network connection
fee. Newman dropped the proposal (for now).
A WIN!
1,250 signatures gathered to ensure that Tasmanian
solar owners feed in tariff would be preserved if
plans to privatise their network provider proceeded.
	Over 1,600 public submissions generated for the
South Australia feed in tariff review. Apart from
the 1,600 submissions generated through Solar
Citizens, only 10 public submissions were received.
This resulted in a recommendation to maintain a
mandatory feed-in tariff for SA. A WIN!
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2013–2014

CAMPAIGN
ACTIVITIES

Election 2013
Sunshine Coast Solar Citizens

Solar in Macquarie electorate

Focussing on the key marginal electorate of Fisher in
Queensland, the Sunshine Coast Solar Citizens engaged
local solar owning voters and highlighted the levels of
public support for solar to all election candidates. Key
outcomes included:

Similar to the Sunshine Coast Solar Citizens campaign,
solar in Richmond and Windsor focussed on the key
marginal electorate of Macquarie in New South Wales,
highlighting the differences in positions between the
candidates on solar and renewables, with key outcomes
including:

	Intensive training for local organiser Janet Dearden.
	
Two community info nights held.
	10 new volunteers identified and trained, and the
local group built capacity to continue beyond
election.
	Three community stalls run and conversations with
approx 200 local voters, 3,000 leaflets distributed
via letterboxing.
	Relationships built with 20 local solar companies,
contact list of 100 built.
	
75 photos shared on the Sunshine Coast Solar
Citizens facebook page with solar in front of panels
or with Solar Citizens signs (corflutes).
	Candidates forum featuring all local candidates
attended by over 150 community members and
solar industry workers—the largest candidates’
forum held on the Sunshine Coast.
	Forum gained at least six media hits with
coverage in television, print and online and public
commitments were delivered by all candidates in
support of the RET and solar.
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	Working with Climate Action Katoomba, Solar
Citizens recruited around 20-30 people to take part
in volunteer activities, including door knocking and
market stalls.
	A community info night held.
	
2,000 leaflets distributed, 200 signs (corflutes)
posted.
	
100 conversations held at local stalls.
	Public commitments regarding the Renewable
Energy Target and solar obtained from all
candidates at locally held forum.
	
Two new leaders identified for ongoing campaign
work.

Election 2013: INFORMATION FOR VOTERS
We demonstrated the popularity of renewable energy to sitting and
incoming members of parliament and encouraged voters to keep renewables
and solar in mind when going to the polling booths. This involved the
production of solar briefers highlighting the benefits of solar and the number
of solar homes in each electorate and producing an online solar scorecard
demonstrating where each candidate stood on renewable energy.
Solar Scorecard

Solar Briefers

We developed and published the Solar Scorecard
website (www.solarscorecard.org.au) in mid 2013 as a
resource for all Australians to see what commitments
local candidates and MPs had made on key renewable
energy policies.

157 briefers produced, one for every state, territory
and federal electorate in the country were produced
in July 2013.
	These detailed the uptake of solar in the each
area, including the number of solar homes,
savings on electricity bills, carbon emissions
saved and jobs created.

	The scorecard was promoted to community groups
and other partner groups engaging candidates on
renewable energy.

	The briefers were mailed to all sitting politicians
and newly elected politicians to highlight the
importance and the rapid and sustained growth
of solar in the area.

	Policy positions of 653 candidates made public.
	
123 candidates responded to our survey and
completed the information to create their profile.

	We published fresh briefers for all electorates and
states in January 2014 and again in June 2014.

	
Members donated $5,685 for targeted facebook
promotion of the scorecard in key marginal
electorates Bennelong, Bendigo, Corangamite,
Latrobe, Macquarie and Moreton.

Australia’s top
electorates:

lia’s top
Austra ates:
elector

	The solar scorecard site attracted 9,283 unique
visitors and had 3,800 impressions via social media.
1 0 local groups in key electorates, including
Parramatta, Bendigo, Bennelong, Corangamite,
Corio, Lyne, Hughes, Cooke, Cunningham and Mallee
distributed localised versions of the scorecard to
thousand of members of their community.
	This local group outreach resulted in the distribution
of 15,000 scorecard leaflets and 5 local media hits.
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In such a sunny country, solar just makes sense.

Going solar has helped our family reduce our
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”
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10-12 meetings were held with Coalition politicians
using the scorecard information.
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Don’t tax the sun
Online petition and Leaderboards
Launched on October 25, 2013, our ‘Don’t Tax the
Sun’ petition attracted over 25,000 signatures in
little more than four weeks. The petition was started
in response to Australian Energy Market Commission
recommendations to increase penalties and tariffs
targeting solar owners and was directed at the Prime
Minister, State Premiers and all Energy Ministers.
To encourage our supporters to spread the word,
we set up Leaderboards within our Nationbuilder
online system for solar companies, community groups
and individuals to track who could recruit the most
signatures for the petition and gave prizes to the
winners.

‘Solar Citizens Go to Canberra’ Lobby Day
On Dec 1-2, 2013, a team of 21 Solar Citizens staff and
volunteers from across Australia came together in
Canberra to take part in a Lobby Day at Parliament
House. The meetings were to put Solar Citizens on
the radar of federal politicians, to understand different
positions on the RET and handover our Don’t Tax the
Sun petition.
	Our team included solar industry representatives
including Geoff Bragg, NSW Chairman of the Solar
Energy Industries Association (SEIA), families with
solar including Janet Dearden, a solar lover from the
Sunshine Coast, and retirees including Colin Lambie,
from regional VIC and many others.

Clean Energy Finance Corporation Petition
In November 2013, 30,000 people signed our petition
calling on the government to reconsider its plan to
dismantle the $10 billion CEFC, a body which provided
$200 million a year in revenue to taxpayers, leveraged
$1.6 billion of private investment in renewables and
accounted for 50% of Australia’s emissions reductions.

	We sent individual fundraising profile emails out
to our list and raised over $8,500 in order to
crowdfund the Lobby Day and cover the travel costs
for participants to get to Canberra.
	We ran a training and briefing session the afternoon
prior to the Lobby Day as many of the volunteers
were meeting with politicians for the first time.
	This group of solar advocates met with 36 Federal
politicians or their advisers from all parties,
including Philip Ruddock,the Chief Government Whip
in the House of Representatives, Scott Buchholz, MP
for the #1 solar electorate in the country (Wright),
Mark Butler, the Shadow Minister for Environment,
and many others.
	We received lots of support from these politicians,
including commitments to stand strong against
penalties on solar owners, talking about solar in
Parliament and communicating with their political
colleagues about the growing force that is Solar
Citizens.
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We handed over our 25,000+ strong petition to
Alex Caroly, Environment Minister Greg Hunt’s
adviser on Climate Change and Renewables, and
Martin Squire, adviser to Minister for Industry Ian
Macfarlane. (Hunt and Macfarlane were not available
because of the busy sitting schedule.) These
advisors heard our arguments against any additional
fees or penalties for solar and now understand the
huge community support for solar power around the
country.
	We created a facebook photo album recording the
36 lobbying meetings and achieved several online
and radio media hits.

State Energy Minister Meetings
Throughout late 2013 and early 2014 teams of Solar
Citizens staff and local solar owners held meetings with
state Energy Ministers to hand over the Don’t Tax the
Sun petition:
	VIC State Energy Minister’s adviser Luke Scott,
outside the biannual Standing Council on Energy and
Resources (SCER) meeting, 13th December, 2013.
	SA State Energy Minister’s adviser Nick
Antonopoulis, 18th February, 2014.
	NSW State Energy Minister Anthony Roberts and
Environment Minister Rob Stokes, 5th March, 2014.
	QLD State Energy Minister Mark McArdle, 26th
March, 2014.

Meeting with Minister McArdle (QLD) (Left to right: Paul Thistleton, Mark
McArdle, Taegen Edwards and Terry Vertigan)

Meeting with Minister Koutsantonis’ office (SA) (Left to right: Nat Elliot,
Nick Taylor, Nick Antonopoulis and Jutta Galbory)

Meeting with Minister Roberts (NSW) (Left to right: Danin Kahn, Anthony
Roberts, Lindsay Soutar, Ian Russell and Rob Stokes)

100% RenEwable Energy 2013–2014 Annual Report
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KEEP
SOLAR
STRONG:

PROTECTING
THE
RENEWABLE
ENERGY
TARGET

Soon after the Coalition secured
a majority in Federal Parliament,
the new government launched a
concerted push to tear down policies
that foster the development of solar
and renewable energy.

A dodgy review of the Renewable Energy Target
chaired by well-known climate sceptic Dick
Warburton was conducted in 2014 with the clear
intention of reducing or removing the 41,000
gigawatt hour target, which was reflected in the
report’s recommendations. Not only did the review
call for cutting the overall target to the point that
it would be unviable, it called for the removal of
the highly successful small-scale component of the
scheme that assists solar owners with the cost of
installation.
The RET has been the cornerstone of bipartisan
support for renewable energy since it was
introduced by the Howard Government in 2001
but new Prime Minister Tony Abbott was bent on
destroying it and the jobs, growth and investment
this new industry brings with it. Solar Citizens sprang
into action to defend it.
In late 2013 and across 2014 our organising and
campaigning work to Keep Solar Strong and protect
the RET focussed on the Federal Senate crossbench
including the Palmer United Party senators Glenn
Lazarus (senate leader), Dio Wang and Jacqui
Lambie, Australian Motoring Enthusiasts’ Ricky Muir
and independent senators Nick Xenophon and John
Madigan. Later in the year, we moved to target
Federal Cabinet and lower house MPs in marginal
seats. Our volunteers and supporters took part in
multiple tactics to ensure sustained pressure was
maintained on targets across the period.
We’ve made strong progress. Efforts by the
government to destroy the Climate Change
Authority, Clean Energy Finance Corporation,
Australian Renewable Energy Agency and the RET
have so far been thwarted by the Senate crossbench
and at time of writing the government was
attempting to negotiate a new bipartisan position on
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Keep Solar Strong:
Campaign Tactics
Origin: don’t strangle renewable energy

Our Solar at Risk: public meetings

Origin Energy has emerged as a key opponent to the
increased use of renewable energy in Australia as it
stakes its own fortunes on gas extraction and exports.
CEO Grant King is a vocal opponent of Australia’s
fixed Renewable Energy Target to produce 41,000
GWh by 2020.

In June 2014 we held large public meetings in
Australia’s four biggest capital cities to defend the
RET. The meetings were designed to provide a public
moment for supporters to come together to hear from
expert speakers, discuss the issues and take action
together. They were also to provide a focus for newly
established state teams to organise around.

	We teamed up with Greenpeace Australia Pacific
to expose Origin’s actions as a renewable energy
opponent and sideline their voice the upcoming
RET review.
	
A new campaign website was launched
(www.originenergy.org.au).
	This was accompanied by a report that details
Origin’s role in opposing renewables
(http://bit.ly/16oOZi5).
	The campaign kicked off at the Origin AGM where
thirty activists welcomed all shareholders outside
the venue, with banner and info about Origin
activities.
	
Three people went into the AGM to ask questions
of the chairman and their Managing Director on
their position.

The ‘Our Solar at Risk’ public meetings were held in:
Brisbane, 5th June at the Ashgrove Baptist Church,
Ashgrove (Premier Campbell Newman’s electorate).
200 people attended.
Adelaide, 11th June at The Governor Hindmarsh
Hotel, Hindmarsh (newly-elected MP Matt Williams’
electorate). 200 people attended.
	
Sydney, 18th June at the University of Sydney. 150
people attended.
	
Melbourne, 19th June at RMIT University. 150 people
attended.
	
Google hangout (online event) 24th June. 250+
people attended.
The event coordination and communications were
directed by national office staff, with state team
volunteers providing support with on-the-ground
logistics and promotion. Promotion included event
pages on the Solar Citizens website, facebook events
and targeted facebook advertising, email blasts to
relevant list segments and phone banking to our
database. The QLD, NSW, VIC and SA state teams each
organised one or more phone banking sessions with
their teams, for which we provided how-to advice, call
scripts and call data as feedback to assist.
Features of all the public meetings included solar
stories from local solar owners and solar workers,
guest speakers including solar industry expert Nigel
Morris of Solar Business Services, Giles Parkinson from
Renew Economy, Warwick Johnston from Sunwiz and
Solar Citizens’ National Director Lindsay Soutar. An
ol’ fashioned pen and paper letter writing action that
generated hundreds of hand-written letters to key
politicians.
The event was picked up by multiple media outlets,
including Central QLD news, Channel 7, Port Augusta
transcontinental, Sunshine Coast Daily, 2DU radio, News
radio, 3AW radio and the Australian Financial Review.
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Keep Solar Strong Postcard Petition

Solar Industry Letter

In March 2014 we launched an online petition to the
Prime Minister Tony Abbott to Keep Solar Strong and
protect the Renewable Energy Target. We produced
Keep Solar Strong postcards for people to use as a tool
for having conversations about the threat to the Target
and to collect petition signatures in their communities.

Close to 500 solar businesses representing 3,700
employees signed a letter calling on the Federal
Government to back jobs and investment in the solar
industry by maintaining the Renewable Energy Target.

	In total over 27,000 Australians signed the petition,
including more than 6,000 signatures collected
offline in communities around the country by
over 450 groups and individual Solar Citizens who
ordered our postcard kits.
	Our petition handover involved dozens of
volunteers creating a display of solar panels made
out of the returned postcards on the lawns of
Parliament House. Coalition MPs Sarah Henderson
(Corangamite, VIC) and Warren Entsch (Leichhardt,
QLD) accepted the petition and we had contact
with politicians from all major parties during our visit.
We achieved six print and online media stories and
a professional video of the event was produced and
sent to all of our supporters.
	
Supporters raised $13,825 in an appeal to fund
skywriting in the air above Parliament House that
was conducted in September 2014.
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The joint industry letter, coordinated by Solar Citizens
and the Australian Solar Council was accepted by
Palmer United Party Senate Leader Senator Glenn
Lazarus at Parliament House.

Cuppa Sunshine

The Great Solar Power Poll

This event was designed to “back-in” the Palmer United
Party’s commitment to prevent any changes to the RET
before 2016, while also providing a national focal point
that volunteers could engage with across the country
in a way that was easy and fun, using online resources
developed by the national office.

From July to September 2014, 75 volunteers took part
in our Great Solar Power Poll, conducting ‘community
conversations’ with over 1,700 community members
about the future of the RET and the position of key
senators in their state.

	Held from August 18-14, Cuppa Sunshine saw 200
events held around Australia where people had a
friendly, fun catch up and composed hand-written
letters to target senators and to local MPs. Another
500 individuals also pledged to write their own
letter.
	The letters were highlighted by Clive Palmer in
a speech to Parliament in September 2014 that
reaffirmed the party’s support for the Australian
Renewable Energy Agency and the RET.

	Solar Citizens produced tailored questionnaires
for volunteers to use in each state, and a
comprehensive guide on how to conduct a
power poll in their local area. National office staff
coordinated volunteer efforts to ensure polling
was conducted in areas close to key crossbench
senators’ electorate offices.
	Polling was conducted at markets, in front of
shopping centres, and outside football games in
localities considered strategically important to the
target senators. Results showed overwhelming
support for the RET (95% on average) and collated
powerful messages to pass on to the senators asking
them to maintain support for solar and the RET.
	
Poll results were delivered in person by teams of
Solar Citizens volunteers at meetings with each
of the following target senators and their advisers:
Glenn Lazarus (Qld), Jacqui Lambie (Tas), Dio Wang
(WA) and Ricky Muir (Vic). Targeted briefing notes
on results were also passed on to Nick Xenophon
(SA) and Clive Palmer, MP (Fairfax, Qld). The
duration of many meetings stretched well over their
allocated timeslots.
	Sending our Poll briefing paper to Clive Palmer’s
office prompted an immediate tweet from him that
was published the next day on the front page of The
Australian newspaper as confirmation of his crucial
support for the RET.
	Glenn Lazarus also made very strong public
statements in support of the RET during the period
of the polling.
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Time to Shine (in progress)
As progress was made with target crossbench senators,
focus shifted to marginal Federal Coalition MPs and the
influence they can wield in the party room.
	Time to Shine was launched as an MP meeting
tactic in September 2014, coming at the time
when the Coalition was deciding on its response
to the Warburton review. The tactic was designed
to demonstrate community support for solar, to
educate politicians about the Renewable Energy
Target and solar and identify potential Solar Citizens
leaders in key electorates.
	Solar Citizens produced a how to guide and
accompanying resources to encourage members
to book a meeting with their MP and to support
them in the process, which was housed on the
campaign website. Solar Citizens followed up with
those who had pledged to meet their MP in twenty
key electorates to make sure meetings happened in
those areas.
	So far 340 people have pledged to meet their
MP, 13 meetings have taken place and 5 more are
scheduled.
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	Rhonda (pictured second from left, below), one of
the first volunteers to have a meeting with Luke
Howarth (Petrie, Qld) said: “We got Luke Howarth to
pose in a photo with a sign saying he supports solar
in Australia and he agreed to go and personally visit
the local solar businesses that came along to the
meeting. Jobs in his electorate are very important
to him and we were able to make it clear to him that
local jobs, like mine, are at stake.”
	The tactic will culminate in a lobbying exercise at
Parliament House during a sitting week in early
December. This will bring together up to 20
constituents from across Australia with different
stories to tell to hold a media event, present a
community view to government and to meet with
MPs not yet visited.

Rally for Renewables
In a ground-breaking event, Solar Citizens joined with
the Australian Solar Council, Clean Energy Council,
Solar Energy Industries Association and the Australian
Wind Alliance to coordinate a national Rally for
Renewables on September 26, 2014, held outside the
electorate offices of key federal Cabinet Ministers in
each state. Supporters who couldn’t attend a flagship
rally were encouraged to organise their own event,
using comprehensive resources developed on the
dedicated website (www.rallyforrenewables.com.au).
	Rallies took place in, Tamworth (NSW), Sydney
(NSW), Strathpine (QLD), Bentleigh (VIC), Hobart
(TAS), Perth (WA), Canberra (ACT), Mount Barker
(SA), Newcastle (NSW, non-flagship rally), Darwin
(NT, non-flagship rally), Nowra (NSW, non-flagship
rally).

	In Sydney, a ‘Convoy of Consequence’ travelled
from Prime Minister Tony Abbott’s Manly office to
Treasurer Joe Hockey’s office in North Sydney, with
beeps and shouts of encouragement from passersby.
Newcastle constructed a mini wind turbine and
Brisbane kept things sizzling with a solar-themed
BBQ for the crowd.
	The rallies garnered over 45 media hits, including
The Guardian, SBS, Prime 7 and The Courier Mail.
	
Less than a fortnight after the rally was held,
Federal Cabinet publicly rejected the findings of
the Warburton review and began a process to
negotiate a bipartisan agreement with Labor on the
Target, a big win.

	The event collected 1,050 online RSVPs and more
than 2,000 people attended across the country. At
each flagship rally, we presented the a giant letter
on behalf of the Australian people calling on them to
protect the Renewable Energy Target and the jobs,
growth and investment it creates. MPs including
Barnaby Joyce in Tamworth and Ann Sudmalis in
Nowra emerged from their electorate offices to
speak to us.
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STATE
CAMPAIGNS
South Australian Solar At Risk

Barnett’s Big Solar Betrayal

The SA government was considering cutting the
payment made to solar owners for the energy they
provide to the grid, following the model implemented
by the NSW Government of forcing solar owners to
deal directly with power companies to receive any
feed-in tariff. Submissions were open to the Essential
Services Commission of South Australia (ESCoSA)
about what should happen with the minimum feed-in
tariff.

In just 96 hours in early 2014, we got Western
Australia’s government led by Premier Colin Barnett to
admit that it had “got it wrong” on its desire to reduce
the state’s solar feed-in-tariff.

	Solar Citizens launched a Change.org submission
process to get concerned SA Solar Citizens to be
able to easily submit their concerns to ESCoSA.
	In total, over 1,400 entered a submission, and
the draft recommendations released by ESCoSA
included a legislated feed-in tariff of 7.6 cents per
kWh—a win!
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	The WA government had revealed that it intended
to slash the feed-in tariff rate which would have
impacted 75,000 WA households that had installed
solar from mid 2010-2011. The changes would have
meant that these families would have their feedin tariff slashed from 40c to 20c per unit over the
next year leaving them out of pocket and unfairly
targeted.
	
10,000 Western Australians signed our petition
calling on Mr Barnett to reverse his decision—
and they won!

Don’t Tax the Sun!

Protect Victoria’s Solar Homes

The Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC)—
one of the main organisations in charge of our energy
system—released a report in which they bowed to big
power companies and claimed that solar homes are
being subsidised by other energy consumers.

The Victorian Solar Homes campaign was launched in
response to the unfair 14c-a-day extra charge on solar
users in Victoria by energy retailer, Simply Energy.
The charge raises total fixed fees to $400 a year for
the company’s solar customers—an extra $51 on top of
what non-solar customers are paying.

	Ignoring the fact that the main driver behind power
bill price rises is investment in network poles and
wires, not solar homes, the report recommended
increasing penalties and tariffs to solar owners for
use of the grid—effectively a tax on the sun.
	
Nearly 30,000 Australians signed our petition
to the Prime Minister and State Premiers and
Energy Ministers calling on them to ignore the
recommendations of the AEMC and instead look at
lowering costs from investment in the grid.

	
3,100 people signed our petition calling on Victorian
Premier Denis Napthine and Energy Minister Russell
Northe to stop this unfair discrimination immediately
by changing the Electricity Industry Act to make it
a condition of a retail energy licence that no power
offer can discriminate between those that have solar
and those that don’t.
	Melbourne-based volunteers plan to deliver this
petition to Minister Northe in coming weeks.
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SOLAR
EXPOS
Solar Citizens had a strong presence at two key
industry events, Solar Expo in Melbourne in May 2014
and Clean Energy Week in Sydney in July 2014. Both
were great opportunities to promote the organisation
and recruit hundreds of solar enthusiasts as new
supporters. Teams of volunteers staffed the stalls,
signing up people to our Keep Solar Strong petition
to protect the RET and said they enjoyed the many
empowering conversations they had.

Solar Expo 2014, Melbourne

Clean Energy Week 2014, Sydney

18
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TRAINING &
MENTORING

PROGRAM
State Volunteer Meetings

State Teams Training

Part of our community organising plan involved the
startup, growth and support of Solar Citizens branches
or teams in key states around Australia, to build our
capacity and help mobilise people in their state for
national campaigns.

Solar Citizens has run several state-based volunteer
trainings on a range of campaigning and organising
skills to upskill key volunteers across the year.

	In January invited all those in our database who
had expressed an interest in volunteering to State
Volunteer Meetings in February and March in
Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria and South
Australia to discuss the startup of a team in their
state. Many were keen to be involved and help make
this happen, and leaders committed to convening
the next meeting.
	Their first project given to them was the organising
of a large public meeting in their capital city as part
of our campaign to protect the RET (see ‘Our Solar
at Risk’ below).
	The state teams grown and developed across 2014,
with volunteers play leading roles in campaign
activities, many in support of the RET campaign.

	A training evening was held in Melbourne on
the 16th September 2014 for several VIC team
volunteers to help them kickstart action in their
communities.
	A full training day was held in Adelaide on the
16th October 2014 for the SA team, followed by a
social dinner and training workshop in the evening
of the 17th October 2014. Included in these were
workshops on National Campaigns, Leadership
Types, Group Organising, Effective Facilitation,
Recruitment, Relational Organising and Theories of
Change.
	Solar Citizens plans to roll out more trainings more
frequently for emerging volunteer teams in future
months.

SA Team Training. (Left to right: Valdis Dunis, Ian Buckland, Steve Fuller,
Deidre Knight, John Herbst, Rina Cohen and Thanasis Avramis)
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MEDIA

& SOCIAL MEDIA
Solar Citizens has steadily built its media profile across
the year, achieving at least 335 media hits in the time
across print, radio, TV and online media. As well as
with reactive and proactive media generated from the
national office, volunteers have generated their own
media coverage around campaign tactics including
senator and MP visits and have featured in many
stories as the voices of the community who are
standing up for solar.
National Director Lindsay Soutar appeared on Weekend
Sunrise and Weekend Breakfast on ABC in June 2014
and some 45 media hits were achieved around the
national Rally for Renewables in September 2014. Some
other recent media highlights include:
	
Solar beneficiaries part of ‘latte set’: Qld Treasurer,
Herald Sun, 6/6/14
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/breakingnews/solar-beneficiaries-part-of-latte-set-qldtreasurer/story-fnn9c0hb-1226945756321
	
Fight for solar thermal heats up ahead of options
study announcement, The Transcontinental, 13/6/14
http://www.transcontinental.com.au/
story/2349745/fight-for-solar-thermal-heats-upahead-of-options-study-announcement/?cs=12
	
Maitland people join call to protect solar power, The
Maitland Mercury, 25/8/14
http://www.maitlandmercury.com.au/
story/2512753/maitland-people-join-call-toprotect-solar-power/?cs=8
	
Solar power army takes to the streets, Australian
Financial Review, 30/08/14
http://www.afr.com/p/national/solar_
power_army_takes_to_the_streets_
WhzhXZY9Je68dHrU4NobPP

The solar rooftop community is more a
movement than a consumer lobby. It has
passionate fans, 60,000 of whom have
joined the Solar Citizens lobby; fat targets
in “big power” utilities and governments
that listen to them; lots of apostles and
a fire and brimstone preacher in John
Grimes, the lobbyist for the installers
who have most to lose.

 oll: 96% of metro Queenslanders back RET,
P
The Australian, 10/9/14
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/latest/
poll-96-of-metro-queenslanders-back-ret/storye6frg90f-1227053606467

Ninety-six percent of Queenslanders want
the Renewable Energy Target increased or
kept steady according to a Solar Citizens
poll presented to PUP Senator Glenn
Lazarus by his constituents yesterday.
	
AWU joins bid for RET reform,
The Australian, 17/9/14
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/
latest/awu-joins-bid-for-ret-reform/storye6frg90f-1227061887437

Mr Palmer reaffirmed his position
yesterday, tweeting “Polling by Solar
Citizens Organisation on Sunshine Coast
found 96% support increasing the RET or
retaining. @TonyAbbottMHR, take note.”
	
Protesters rally against proposed axing of Renewable
Energy Target, SBS News, 26/9/14
http://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/2014/09/26/
protesters-rally-against-proposed-axingrenewable-energy-target
	
Hundreds rally at Bentleigh MP’s offices for action on
nation’s renewable energy target, Moorabbin Glen
Eira Leader, 26/9/14
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/leader/south-east/
hundreds-rally-at-bentleigh-mps-offices-foraction-on-nations-renewable-energy-target/storyfngnvmhm-1227071530016
	
Energex whistleblower’s price inflation claim sparks
federal inquiry, ABC News, 3/10/14
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-10-03/
senate-inquiry-into-whistleblowers-energexclaims/5787630
	
Going solar, The Inverell Times, 17/10/14
http://www.inverelltimes.com.au/story/2631721/
going-solar/
	
YOUR SAY: Treasurer’s option is a win-win for all
customers, The Queensland Times, 30/10/14
http://www.qt.com.au/news/electricity-win-winfor-all-customers/2436084/
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Social Media
100% maintained two social media profiles (100%
Renewable and Solar Citizens) each on facebook and
Twitter.
Supporter growth across both profiles and platforms
was remarkably strong for Solar Citizens and for 100%
Renewable. Both profiles had a strong following and
strong engagement. At 30/10/2014 our profiles sat at:
 olar Citizens on facebook: 7,051 Likes (4,641 new
S
Likes; 193% growth over previous year) and on
twitter: 1,640 followers (1,168 new followers; 248%
growth).
1 00% Renewable on facebook: 8,366 Likes (908
new Likes; 12% growth) and on twitter: 5,401
followers (1,242 new followers; 30% growth).

Facebook
	Some of the best performing posts were a news
update on Campbell Newman’s sneaky solar service
charges designed to prevent businesses going solar
(1,202 shares and 146,816 people reached) and a
news story on the opening of a large solar array on
the roof of the Blackfriars railway bridge across
the Thames in London (485 Likes and 21,352 people
reached).
	Palmer United Party senator Glenn Lazarus shared
our facebook post quoting his party’s support for
protecting the Renewable Energy Target. It received
892 Likes and reached 17,504 people.
	A Campbell Newman photo on facebook that we
invited fans to caption was very popular receiving
91 comments.
	Another example of a successful social media
action was an email and accompanying facebook
and Twitter posts encouraging our fans to write a
message on the facebook walls of the government
and opposition MPs negotiating the fate of the
Renewable Energy Target:
— Joe Hockey: 200+ comments made on his posts.
— Greg Hunt: 400+ comments made on his posts
and he shut down the option to post on his wall
not long after we launched the action.
—	Ian Macfarlane: 700+ posts made on his wall,
100+ comments made on his posts.
—	Chris Bowen: 400+ posts made on his wall, 40+
comments made on his posts.
—	Mark Butler: 150+ comments made on his posts
—	Gary Gray: 500+ posts made on his wall, 20+
comments made on his posts. Gray wrote a post
the same day in response to the hundreds of
posts made on his wall.
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Twitter
Our most successful tweets were Glenn Lazarus’
announcement of Palmer United’s support for
protecting the Renewable Energy Target (291 retweets
and 11,703 impressions), the tweet about the solar install
on Blackfriars bridge, London (105 retweets and 10,632
impressions) and a story about new solar farms being
built on former coal mines in the U.K. (83 retweets and
9,644 impressions).

Some of Solar Citizens’ followers and fans
	Christine Milne
	Mark Butler
	Cathy McGowan (Independent Federal MP for Indi)
	Andrew Bartlett
	Friends of the Earth
	Australian Solar Council
	SEIA Australia
	AYCC
	Earth Hour Australia
	Wilderness Society
	Clean Energy Council
	Greenpeace Australia Pacific
	Climate Council
	Greens
	RenewEconomy
	Independent Australia
	Amanda McKenzie (Climate Council CEO)
	Phil Radford (former Greenpeace CEO)
	Caitlin Fitzsimmons (Deputy Editor BRW)

Some of 100% Renewables’ followers and fans
	Australian Government Department of the
Environment
	Wilderness Society
	Lenore Taylor (Political Editor at Guardian
Australia)
	Earth Hour Australia
	Climate Council
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UPCOMING
WORK
100% will work on the following priorities
in the next three months:
 omplete the Time to Shine MP Visits tactic in
C
support of the RET.
	Conduct lobby day in Canberra as part of ongoing
RET campaign.
	Develop campaign strategy and asks for the
Queensland state election to be held in 2015
(anticipated ahead of June).
	Full 2015 tactics planning to occur Feb 2015.
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National Training & Strategy Retreat
Solar Citizens is bringing together around 20
volunteer leaders from across Australia for a threeday National Training & Strategy Retreat in Canberra
from the 29th November-1st December.
It will include a series of community organising and
campaigning skills workshops, speakers and strategy
sessions. It will also include a fun action and lobby day
at Parliament House as a finale for the ‘Time to Shine’
(MP visits) tactic as part of the Keep Solar Strong RET
campaign. This retreat will be an opportunity for us
all to take stock, share learnings, build our skills, and
develop our shared vision for Solar Citizens as we
head into 2015.

100%
100%RenEwable
Renwable Energy
Energy 2013–2014
2013–2014 Annual Report
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VOLUNTEERS

IN FOCUS

Fay Christie
Meet 81-year-old Sunshine Coast resident Fay Christie. Fay is on a fixed income. She’s a solar
citizen. A proud owner of a 1.5 kilowatt solar system. Fay got her solar panels with help from
the government’s solar subsidies scheme – the Renewable Energy Target. Now it helps her pay
less for her power.
Fay was pretty angry when Queensland Premier Campbell Newman decided to scrap the 8c
feed-in-tariff for solar owners—and let him know. Fay consistently takes part in our online
actions—as an octogenarian with arthritis it’s hard for her to get about—but she is one of Solar
Citizens’ most dependable and active online activists. She says “Only wish I were 20 years
younger. I used to have dinner parties for 12 to 14 guests regularly. Those were the days!…Good
luck with your mission. Be strong, be truthful and be polite. That always wins the day. I shall be
cheering you all on.”

Steve Fuller, South Australia State Coordinator
Steve’s interest in solar began when getting solar for his new ‘old’ home. Navigating the myriad
issues was challenging and intriguing and he found that not only was he going to be saving
money but becoming a part of the democratisation of the once monolithic energy system.
With a background in the welfare sector, the labour movement and refugee assistance Steve
wants to help ordinary citizens to come together to understand and promote this important
part of the transition to a clean sustainable society. SA has been a pacesetter – now we need
to up the pace!

Kim Sutton, Queensland State Coordinator
Kim is passionate about community, people power, the right of the community to have a
say about the things that affect them and holding politicians to account for the decisions
they make. Kim believes renewable energy sources are our future. She lives on the beautiful
Brisbane bayside with her partner, two young sons and solar panels.

Rhonda Nowakowski, Queensland Volunteer
Rhonda has worked in solar for 14 years and joined Solar Citizens only a few months ago. She
has been actively polling in the community, attending marches and writing and attending
meetings with politicians. She is one of Solar Citizens’ most active volunteers, having
recently participated in the meeting with Glenn Lazarus with other Solar Citizens volunteers,
successfully arranged a meeting with her local politician LNP Luke Howarth, giving speeches at
the Petrie Save Solar Forum and also in the National Rally for Renewable in Strathpine. Rhonda
is extremely concerned about any changes to the RET and how this will affect her career in the
renewable energy sector now and in the future.

Ian Buckland, SA Volunteer
Ian has always liked the idea of making your own power. He got the chance to install solar a
year ago and noticed the opportunity for the growing numbers of rooftop energy producers to
get organised against the ‘slow to change’ forces of dirty coal and make sure Australia keeps
moving towards a clean energy future. A long term volunteer in his community centre and the
OzHarvest food rescue organisation, Ian sees the potential for the grassroots to mobilise and
have an effect on the decisions of our elected governments.
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Valdis Dunis, SA Volunteer
Valdis has lived and worked in Asia, but is now semi-retired in Adelaide. He was previously
working in commercial rooftop PV in South China for about 5 years, and part time running a
solar business in Australia. Having recently installed solar on his own home, Valdis says he loves
solar since it’s exciting, fast-changing, matches his background in electronics/semiconductors,
and makes him feel good to help the planet and society as well as being a business. “Best field
of work so far in my life!” Valdis is also loving getting more involved in community work to
push ideas that he believes in, and enjoys the success of persuading politicians to stay true to
solar.

Janet Dearden, Sunshine Coast Team Coordinator
Janet is passionate about solar. She lives on the Sunshine Coast, where there’s lots of rooftop
solar - but says there’s potential for so much more. Lots of people she meet tell her they want
to see a solar future for this region - and for Australia. That’s why she set up the Sunshine
Coast Solar Citizens team, which has been actively growing the Solar Citizens movement in the
area. Her team has put a lot of effort into targeting Clive Palmer, whose electorate is in their
area, and has played a key role in influencing his support for solar.

Terry Vertigan, Sunshine Coast Team Coordinator
Terry Vertigan lives at Buderim on the Sunshine Coast, having moved there in 2007. He found
his electricity bills was going up each year with little hope of stabilising. In 2011 he invested a
fair bit of money in a rooftop solar panel system, and says he’s been very happy with every
electricity account since then. He joined Solar Citizens so he could help Australians cut their
power bills and take control of their energy generation through clean cheap solar. Terry is now
one of the leaders of the Sunshine Coast Solar Citizens team.

Stef Hayward, WA Volunteer
Stef has always wanted Solar Panels but it took quite a few years and a move to Australia to
make the dream come true. Community minded, Stef has been a campaigner on many issues
but it was the changes WA’s Premier wanted to make to her solar contract that led her to Solar
Citizens. Even after Solar Citizens won that campaign Stef could see there was more to be
done to protect solar in WA and Australia. Stef is retired and lives with her husband, 28 solar
panels and a cat - and is now working towards getting a WA Solar Citizens team started up.
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STEERING
COMMITTEE
Nicky Ison, Convenor
Nicky Ison has been involved in the 100% Renewable campaign since its inception. Nicky works
as a Senior Research Consultant on climate change and energy at the Institute for Sustainable
Futures at the University of Technology, Sydney. As a Founding Director of the Community
Power Agency and the Coordinator of the Coalition for Community Energy she is deeply
passionate about community empowerment through locally owned renewable energy projects.
In 2014, Nicky was recognised on the Australian Financial Review’s 100 Women of Influence list
for her work in sustainable energy.

Sue McKinnon, Treasurer
First connecting with the organisation after attending the Big Solar Bootcamp in February
2012, Sue McKinnon joined the board in early 2013. Sue brings her background in organisational
finance and accounting - as well a common sense practicality and passion for empowering
community action - to her role on the board. Sue lives in the Sutherland Shire in NSW with her
family, is active with the Sutherland Climate Action Network and is a proud solar panel owner.

Jo Lewis, Finance Officer
Jo is a retired small business owner and an Interior Designer and lives on the Far South Coast
of New South Wales. She is a member of local environment group Clean Energy for Eternity
and President of The Triangle a local paper produced monthly in print and online.

Erland Howden
Erland is chair of his local community energy group, the Blue Mountains Renewable Energy
Co-op as well as Climate Action Blue Mountains. He works as a campaigner, facilitator and
photographer and is currently studying design at the University of Technology, Sydney. Erland
was a climate and energy campaigner for a number of years with Greenpeace and the Nature
Conservation Council.

Andrew Bray
Andrew lives in Ballarat and is the National Coordinator for the Australian Wind Alliance.
Prior to that, he worked for two years as an organiser and communications coordinator for
Solar Citizens’ predecessor, 100% Renewable. Andrew is driven by a conviction that positive
solutions like renewable energy are the key to engaging communities in the fight against
climate change.

Mike Collins
Mike is an active member of Climate Action Newcastle, and has been involved in various
community-building projects in Newcastle. He has a particular interest in the application of
appropriate renewable energy technologies in a community development context. Mike is a
Mechanical Engineer working in Solar Thermal Energy research.
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MEET THE TEAM
Lindsay Soutar, Founder and adviser
Lindsay Soutar is the founder of and adviser to Solar Citizens. Lindsay has spent more than 8
years as a campaigner and community organiser working for a renewable powered future. In
this time she experienced first-hand the continual solar-coaster of changes to solar programs
to Australia and the efforts of the big power companies trying to stop the roll out of solar
across Australian rooftops. She lives in Sydney with 2kW of solar on her roof and a gum tree in
the backyard. Lindsay is former Young Environmentalist of the Year.

Claire O’Rourke, National Director
Claire’s interest in solar began in 2008 when she installed a solar hot water system as part of a
renovation designed to reduce her home’s energy footprint. Claire brings 15 years’ experience
in journalism, communications and campaigning to Solar Citizens. Claire has a broad history of
organising and campaigning in the labor movement and organisations of social value, including
overseeing communications for the successful Every Australian Counts campaign for the
National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Taegen Edwards, Community Organiser
Taegen joined Solar Citizens to help manage the ever-increasing number of grassroots
volunteers who want to be part of our national network of solar supporters. Her job involves
helping build this network into an active and super-effective force to be reckoned with,
creating opportunities for people to get informed, trained up and more involved. Previously
based in Melbourne, she has worked both voluntarily and professionally on community
initiatives to promote renewable energy including on the Yarra Community Solar project - so
she knows all about the challenges and rewards involved!

Nick Taylor, Community Organiser
Nick started his journey as an engineer helping to build power stations, before resigning and
committing himself to renewable energy advocacy. He received his crash course in community
organising in WA, but then moved to Melbourne where he helped organise national campaigns,
including being the Director of a 1,500 person campaign summit. Nick has joined the Solar
Citizens team to help develop and implement a range of exciting solar campaigns. He truly
believes in Solar Citizens as a powerful voice for solar owners and a way to increase solar in
Australia.

Alex Soderlund, Campaigns Coordinator
Alex is passionate about community organising, and has been involved in the renewable
energy movement for many years. She comes from a science communications background
and recently finished her thesis on the climate change debate in Australia. Alex is one of 5
million Australians proudly living under a solar roof. Alex joined the team in 2014 because she
is passionate about our country becoming a leader in solar power and the opportunities this
would bring for all Australians.

Andrew Campbell, Communications Coordinator
Andrew joined Solar Citizens to help spread the word about Australia’s solar revolution and
keep the ever-growing number of Solar Citizens up to date with the latest news and ways to
take action to protect and grow solar. He brings with him a passion for sustainability and digital
communications developed working with startups and community campaigns focused on
increasing climate action and building the sharing economy.
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Financial statement
INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2014
Income

2014

2013

Grants and large donors
Appeals and small donations
Merchandise sales
Other revenue

562,416
80,133
10,067
1,436

329,714
36,475
—
2,385

TOTAL INCOME

654,052

368,574

Accounting expenses
Bank charges
Communications, media and advertising
Contract labour
Fundraising expenses
General expenses
Graphic design expenses
HR expenses
Income tax expenses
Insurance
Legal expenses
Light, Power & Heating
Meals and accommodation
Merchandise purchases
Office expenses, Printing and Stationary
Postage, Freight & Courier
Printing – Campaigns
Re-imbursements – Volunteers
Re-imbursements – Employees
Rent
Subscriptions and memberships
Superannuation
Telephone & Internet
Training and Workshop expenses
Travel – National
Venue hire
Wages and Salaries
Website and Video expenses

6,441
147
46,823
18,698
—
648
7,482
185
—
1,008
569
3,532
507
9,473
1,518
2,988
15,979
3,892
80
11,832
380
24,546
1,371
7,874
9,287
2,516
289,547
22,651

3,857
56
29,463
—
14
99
4,394
382
16,686
2,097
567
—
164
—
610
1,329
—
—
—
1,043
352
15,075
64
28,013
5,076
—
133,021
19,207

TOTAL EXPENSES

489,974

261,569

SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR

164,078

107,005

Expenses

BALANCE SHEET FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2014
Current Assets

2014

2013

Cash at Bank
Merchandise on hand
Accounts Receivable
GST Receivable

261,827
5,392
68,500
2,833

139,471
—
—
2,596

Total Current Assets

338,552

142,067

Property, plant and equipment

400

—

Total Non Current Assets

400

—

TOTAL ASSETS

338,952

142,067

Accounts payable
PAYG payable
Superannuation payable
Provisions – Annual Leave

11,626
19,108
3,072
12,616

99
10,344
3,172
—

Total Current Liabilities

46,422

13,615

TOTAL LIABILITIES

46,422

13,615

NET ASSETS

292,530

128,452

Accumulated Surpluses at the beginning of the financial period
Operating Surplus

128,452
164,078

21,447
107,005

TOTAL EQUITY

292,530

128,452

Non Current Assets

Current Liabilities

Equity
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Thank you
100% Renewable is supported in our work by strong partnerships with
peer organisations, contributions of time from hundreds of individuals
and generous financial support coming from a broad range of
individuals and foundations.
We would like to thank the McKinnon Foundation,
Ann and Bruce McGregor, Brian and Diana Snape, the
Diversicon Foundation, Mullum Trust and Bruce and Sue
Cooke for donations they have made to the community
campaign work of the last year. The Solar Briefers series
was made possible with funding generously provided
by the European Climate Foundation and one other
generous donor.
The consolidation of Solar Citizens and a number
of campaign activities have been made possible by
contributions from the NGO sector and the solar
industry. We would like to thank the Clean Energy
Council, and the Australian Solar Council, companies
that have provided additional financial support along
with support in promoting our campaigns.
Special thanks also goes out to Nigel Morris of Solar
Business Services, Warwick Johnston of Sunwiz and
Andrew Richards of Pacific Hydro for their essential
industry insights and contributions of time, energy and
strategic advice.
Hundreds of individuals have made small contributions
to help us do our work in this last year. From the
dozens of monthly donors to others who have
contributed to support specific campaign activities,
each and every contribution is greatly appreciated.
Every donation, no matter the size, is greatly
appreciated by the team here at 100%.
The 100% Community Campaign has been supported
by many allied organisations—Australian Youth Climate
Coalition, GetUp!, WWF, Australia Institute, Australian
Conservation Foundation, Climate Council, Greenpeace,
Environment Victoria, Mount Alexander Sustainability
Group, Ballarat Renewable Energy and Zero Emissions,
Beyond Zero Emissions, Climate Action Network
Australia, Centre for Australian Progress, Alternative
Technology Association, Australian PV Association and
Solar Energy Industries Association. Whether it be inkind contributions, strategic collaboration, partnership
on specific events or other collaborations, 100% owes
significant thanks to all of our partners.
Similarly, there are many who have contributed time
and energy to 100% community organising in this last
year. Special thanks to Diego, Kim, Rhonda, Alycia,
Vince, Ralph, Sue and Bruce and many more for their

ongoing work to build a strong volunteer network
operating out of Brisbane, and Paul and Lloyd for their
initial roles in helping get the team established and
to Terry and Janet for their leadership and work to
support a strong volunteer network on the Sunshine
Coast.
In Sydney, Peter for his huge contribution to supporting
office operations, Gillian for helping kick off volunteer
teams in Brisbane and Sydney and for blogging and
social media work, and Nadia, Volker, Plamen, Chris,
Kate and Harvey for their support of national and NSW
tactics. Ewan, Derek, Plamen, Jo, Faith and Zio for being
wonderful stall attendants for us at the Clean Energy
Expo 2014 in Sydney. Anisha, Anna, Isabel, Kate and
Gillian for being great summer interns and Clara for
being an incredible volunteer organiser in the national
office, helping to make all sorts of campaign tactics
happen, particularly the open letter from industry.
Steve, Deidre, Valdis, Martin, Ian, Thanasis, John, Norah,
Rina and many more for their ongoing work to build a
strong volunteer network operating out of Adelaide,
and Nat and Jutta for their initial roles in helping get the
team established. Peter, David, Kirsten, Graeme, Babak,
Chris, Ruth, Roger, Euan and many more for their
organising work to build a strong volunteer network
operating of Melbourne, and Mack and Jane for their
initial roles in helping get the team established.
Bill, Shayn, Tom, Brian, Caroline from around Burnie,
and Margaret, Heidi, Stuart and Jack from around
Hobart, for their amazing help with community
surveying and rally organising. Carolyn, Robin, John,
Tricia, Jean, Nicholas, Margaret, Ian, Graeme, Anthony
and Isabelle for their amazing help with community
surveying in Victoria, and Colin, Jane and Diana for
being wonderful stall attendants for us at the Solar
Expo 2014 in Melbourne and Stef in Perth for her
amazing support of national tactics.
We would like to recognise the efforts of every
individual who was involved in the combined work
of 100% organising across Australia during this last
year. Whether it be one hour, one day or considerably
greater contributions, our campaigns win because of
these efforts. Thanks to all.
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